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Less than 20 years after the last guns of the War of Independence fell silent and 12 years since the adoption of
the Constitution, the young American republic found itself in the midst of a political crisis that threatened to
lead to armed rebellion and disunion. While the union of the Founders survived, their vision of a nonpartisan
polity was swept away, replaced with a party system very familiar to us years later. When the framers of the
Constitution designed the Electoral College, they envisioned nonpartisan elections, with each state choosing
leading citizens as its electors. In some states, voters chose electors by popular ballot, in others state legislators
picked the electors. The top vote getter with at least a majority of electors would become president; the
second-place finisher would become vice president. If no one received votes from a majority of the electors, or
if the election ended in a tie, the House of Representatives would choose the president from the leading
candidates. Alien as it seems today, the process worked pretty much as the framers intended in the first three
presidential elections, without overt partisan campaigning by the candidates and with the electors exercising
their independent judgment. Indeed, the election resulted in Federalist John Adams as president and
Republican Thomas Jefferson as vice president. The election of , however, was like no other in American
history. It was the first time that parties mounted presidential campaigns, as domestic and foreign
developments had divided Americans into two distinct partisan camps: Virtually every member of Congress
had aligned himself with one party or the other. The Federalists saw a strong central government led by a
powerful president as vital for a prosperous, secure nation. Extremists in this camp, such as Hamilton, favored
transferring virtually all power to the national government and consolidating it in a strong executive and
aristocratic Senate. Vice President Jefferson and his emerging Republican faction, however, viewed such
thinking as inimical to freedom. Jefferson trusted popular rule and distrusted elite institutions: With the
election expected to be close, the notion of independent electors was abandoned, and all electors were chosen
as proxies for partisan presidential nominees. Full-fledged campaigns for president developed everywhere. In
states where legislators chose the electors, these campaigns played out in electing legislators. In states where
voters chose electors directly, the campaigns were fought over electors who pledged to one party and its
candidates. Although voters did not vote directly for president, for the first time the presidency was clearly the
main prize when they cast their votes for partisan candidates for legislator or elector. In a show of solidarity,
the Federalist caucus urged Federalist electors to cast one vote each for Adams and Pinckney, with both sides
conspiring to gain the advantage in the final count. Republicans called for their electors to vote for Jefferson
and Aaron Burr, former attorney general of New York and influential state assemblyman, with the intention of
Jefferson becoming president and Burr becoming vice president. Even though the Constitution mandated that
electors cast their votes on the same day, the various state elections that determined the electors were spread
out over the better part of a year. Party leaders watched their totals build and the lead change hands repeatedly.
No one knew who would win until after the last stateâ€”South Carolinaâ€”chose its electors on the very eve of
the prescribed day for the Electoral College to meet. Because of the delays in communication, however, the
election remained in doubt to the very end. So Who Becomes President? Electors from all 16 states cast their
votes on December 3, Although Congress would not open and count the ballots until February 11, , electors
could, and did, tell people how they voted. By the third week of December, a pattern of highly disciplined
party-line voting had become quite clear. Republican electors had voted with such unity that Jefferson and
Burr would likely end up in a dead heat with 73 electoral votes each. The best estimates had them finishing
eight votes ahead of Adams and nine in front of Pinckney. This development, even though he had foreseen it
as a possibility, shocked and deeply troubled Jefferson. By December 19, Jefferson knew the final tally. If the
delegation of a state split evenly, that state would abstain. With 16 states, an absolute majority of nine votes
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was required for victory. Jefferson keenly calculated and recalculated his chances. He felt confident that he
would receive votes from all eight state delegations that had a majority of Republican members. Under the
Constitution, if the top two posts become vacant, the president pro tempore of the Senate acts as president. So,
while he remained vice president, Jefferson could stop the Federalist-dominated Senate from electing a
president pro tempore simply by attending every session in his constitutional role as president of the Senate,
which he vowed to do. Further, the Constitution clearly authorized Congress to make laws designating which
officer would lead the nation in the absence of both a president and vice president. A specific Cabinet member
or judicial officer could assume power in such a crisis, and Jefferson realized that this offered the Federalists a
second means to cling to power after March 3. In particular, he worried that they would designate as the next
in line for presidential succession either the secretary of state, then Virginia Federalist John Marshall, or the
chief justice of the Supreme Court, probably Federalist senior statesman John Jay, who Jefferson presumed
would soon fill that then vacant post. To Republicans, either approach would constitute a naked usurpation of
power. Federalist leaders in Congress did in fact consider both options, as well as anotherâ€”the
extraconstitutional alternative of calling a new national election. The Federalist press openly defended all three
approaches for retaining power. A more likely scenario, however, had Burr conspiring with the Federalists and
a handful of Republican congressmen to win the election in the House. Republicans held only a slender
advantage in several of the congressional delegations that they controlled. If every Federalist congressman
voted for him, Burr would need only three or four strategically placed Republican votes to carry the needed
nine states. Never short on self-confidence, Burr reportedly believed that he could win the presidency. To
Jefferson, however, he professed his loyalty. Virtually all Federalists in Congress regarded Burr as grasping,
selfish and unprincipled. Those very traits made him all the more likely, though, to cooperate with them in
maintaining a strong national government. Federalists also viewed Burr as more vigorous and pragmatic than
Jefferson, whom they scorned as a cowardly, misguided visionary. Federalists also anticipated that Burr, as a
New York commercial lawyer, would support Federalist business interests more than Jefferson, a Virginia
agrarian. No solid evidence exists that he ever promised Federalists anything in exchange for their support but,
faced with the prospect of losing power for the first time, they simply gave it to him on faith. With the
Federalists clearly defeated, President Adams took no part in the final phase of the election. Although he
favored Jefferson over Burr, Adams left the decision entirely to Congress. On the final day of December,
though, he vented his feelings about Burr and the partisanship that would lift him to national office. How
decisive and unanimous it is! Jefferson and seventy-three for Mr. Jefferson became the lesser of two
Republican evils: In October , against the advice of friends and colleagues, he had printed a vicious page
screed against Adams. The congressmen all responded to Hamilton, expressing their determination to back
Burr. In frontier Washington, politics consumed them. There was little else to do. On that account, principally,
I see some danger in the fate of the [presidential] election which I had not before contemplated. In
Washington, however, they rarely met except in partisan combat. With less than two weeks until the critical
House vote for president, trust had broken down completely between the parties. Each side attributed only the
worst motives to the other. By the middle of February, lawmakers were in no mood to compromise, or even to
act rationally. Knowing that Federalists would still dominate this body until the states chose their new
senators, Republicans feared that the rump Senate would promptly elect a Federalist president pro tempore to
assume the reins of government. Both sides went into the House vote on February 11 with high hopes. The
Federalists expected all the Republicans to vote for Jefferson on the first ballot, but believed that some would
eventually split off if the balloting continued. Burr had friends in Congress, particularly among Republicans in
the closely divided New York and New Jersey delegations. To win, Burr needed only one or two Republican
votes in any three of these four delegations. Rumors swirled of bribes and job offersâ€”but these promises, if
made, apparently came from zealous Federalists rather than from Burr himself. In contrast, Jefferson needed
only one more Federalist vote from Maryland, Vermont or Delaware to prevail. Republicans believed that he
would win on the first ballot. The entire House and Senate crowded into the ornate Senate chambers at noon to
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observe the Electoral College vote count. Performing one of his few constitutionally mandated duties as vice
president, Jefferson read aloud the 16 state ballots and announced the final totals. Breaking the Tie On the first
ballot, Jefferson carried the eight Republican states; Burr took the six Federalist ones; Maryland and Vermont
split evenly along party lines and therefore abstained. Members cast 20 more ballots on that first day and
through the night, voting typically at one-hour intervals until 8 a. They voted again at noon on Thursday, but
again reached the same result. Exhausted, the members agreed to recess until 11 a. John Dawson wrote to
Madison during the recess: I have not closed my eyes for 36 hours. Bayard was a loyal Federalist but not an
embittered partisan, and Hamilton had worked especially hard to convince him to vote for Jefferson. They
would give House Federalists ample time to rally support for Burrâ€”indeed, by some accounts, Bayard even
tried to solicit Republican votes for Burrâ€” but if that failed, they would swing the contest to Jefferson. At a
closed party caucus during the weekend recess, Bayard told House Federalists that he intended to abandon
Burr. They expected letters from him soon. Accordingly, Bayard voted the party line once more on Monday,
and the tally remained the same as the first ballot. Ultimately, no Federalists switched sides to vote for
Jefferson. In an apparent display of party solidarity and continued opposition to Jefferson, Federalist
congressmen from Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode Island stuck with Burr; the rest
simply abstained. This gave the votes of Maryland and Vermont to Jefferson. He carried the election by a
margin of 10 votes to four, with Delaware and South Carolina not voting. Just two weeks before the scheduled
inauguration, the election of finally ended. From start to finish, conflicting hopes for liberty and fears of
disorder spurred Americans to an unprecedented level of partisan activity. In spite of his victory, Jefferson was
outraged that the Federalists conceded the election by not voting.
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Manifest Destiny had brought Americans to the end of the continent. President Millard Fillmore hoped to
continue Manifest Destiny, and with this aim he sent Commodore Matthew Perry to Japan in the hopes of
arranging trade agreements in A railroad to the Pacific was planned, and Senator Stephen A. Douglas wanted
the transcontinental railway to pass through Chicago. Southerners protested, insisting that it run through
Texas, Southern California and end in New Orleans. Douglas decided to compromise and introduced the
Kansasâ€”Nebraska Act of Douglas anticipated Southern opposition to the act and added in a provision that
stated that the status of the new territories would be subject to popular sovereignty. In theory, the new states
could become slave states under this condition. Under Southern pressure, Douglas added a clause which
explicitly repealed the Missouri Compromise. President Franklin Pierce supported the bill as did the South and
a fraction of northern Democrats. The act split the Whigs. Most Northern Whigs joined the new Republican
Party. Some joined the Know-Nothing Party which refused to take a stance on slavery. The southern Whigs
tried different political moves, but could not reverse the regional dominance of the Democratic Party. Bleeding
Kansas With the opening of Kansas, settlers rushed into the new territory. Both pro- and anti-slavery
supporters rushed to settle in the new territory. Violent clashes soon erupted between them. Pro-slavery
advocates, mainly from Missouri, settled in Leavenworth and Lecompton. In , elections were held for the
territorial legislature. While there were only 1, legal voters, migrants from Missouri swelled the population to
over 6, The result was that a pro-slavery majority was elected to the legislature. Free-soilers were so outraged
that they set up their own delegates in Topeka. A group of anti-slavery Missourians sacked Lawrence on May
21, Violence continued for two more years until the promulgation of the Lecompton Constitution. The
violence, known as " Bleeding Kansas ," scandalized the Democratic administration and began a more heated
sectional conflict. The new Republican Party[ edit ] The new Republican party emerged in â€”56 in the North;
it had minimal support in the South. Most members were former Whigs or Free Soil Democrats. The Party
was ideological, with a focus on stopping the spread of slavery, and modernizing the economy through tariffs,
banks, railroads and free homestead land for farmers. Historian James Oakes explains the strategy: Election of
[ edit ] Main article: Election of President Pierce was too closely associated with the horrors of "Bleeding
Kansas" and was not renominated. Instead, the Democrats nominated former Secretary of State and current
ambassador to Great Britain James Buchanan , The Know Nothing Party nominated former President Millard
Fillmore, who campaigned on a platform that mainly opposed immigration and urban corruption of the sort
associated with Irish Catholics. A slight shift of votes in Pennsylvania and Illinois would have resulted in a
Republican victory. It had a strong base with majority support in most Northern states. It had almost no
support in the South, where it was roundly denounced in â€”60 as a divisive force that threatened civil war.
Fremont was ridiculed for being born out of wedlock to a teenage mother. More damaging to the latter was the
accusation by Know-Nothings that he was a secret Roman Catholic. Some Southern leaders threatened
secession if a "free soiler" Northern candidate were elected. The two-year old Republican Party nonetheless
had a strong showing in its first presidential contest, and might have won except for Fillmore. Dred Scott, a
slave, had lived with his master for a few years in Illinois and Wisconsin, and with the support of abolitionist
groups, was now suing for his freedom on the grounds that he resided in a free state. The Supreme Court
quickly ruled on the very obvious--that slaves were not US citizens and thus had no right to sue in a Federal
court. It also ruled that since slaves were private property, their master was fully within his rights to reclaim
runaways, even if they were in a state where slavery did not exist, on the grounds that the Fifth Amendment
forbade Congress to deprive a citizen of his property without due process of law. The Supreme Court had
sanctioned the hardline Southern view. This emboldened Southerners to demand even more rights for slavery,
just as Northern opposition hardened. Anti-slavery speakers protested that the Supreme Court could merely
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interpret law, not make it, and thus the Dred Scott Decision could not legally open a territory to slavery.
Lincoln-Douglas debates of The seven famous Lincoln-Douglas debates were held for the Senatorial election
in Illinois between incumbent Stephen A. Douglas and Abraham Lincoln, whose political experience was
limited to a single term in Congress that had been mainly notable for his opposition to the Mexican War. The
debates are remembered for their relevance and eloquence. Lincoln was opposed to the extension of slavery
into any new territories. Douglas, however, believed that the people should decide the future of slavery in their
own territories. This was known as popular sovereignty. Lincoln, however, argued that popular sovereignty
was pro-slavery since it was inconsistent with the Dred Scott Decision. Lincoln said that Chief Justice Roger
Taney was the first person who said that the Declaration of Independence did not apply to blacks and that
Douglas was the second. In response, Douglas came up with what is known as the Freeport Doctrine. Douglas
stated that while slavery may have been legally possible, the people of the state could refuse to pass laws
favourable to slavery. I do not expect the Union to be dissolved. I do not expect the house to fall, but I do
expect that it will cease to be divided. It will become all one thing or all the other. Either the opponents of
slavery will arrest further the spread of it and place it where the public mind shall rest in the belief that it is in
the course of ultimate extinction, or its advocates will push it forward until it shall become alike lawful in all
the states, old as well as new, North as well as South. I am not in favor of making voters or jurors of Negroes,
nor of qualifying them to hold office. Lincoln ultimately lost the election but vowed: The fight must go on.
The cause of civil liberty must not be surrendered at the end of one or even defeats. John Brown was a militant
abolitionist who advocated guerrilla warfare to combat pro-slavery advocates. Receiving arms and financial
aid from a group of prominent Massachusetts business and social leaders known collectively as the Secret Six
, Brown participated in the violence of Bleeding Kansas and directed the Pottawatomie massacre on May 24, ,
in response to the sacking of Lawrence, Kansas. In , Brown went to Virginia to liberate slaves. His plan was to
arm slaves in the surrounding area, creating a slave army to sweep through the South, attacking slaveowners
and liberating slaves. Local slaves did not rise up to support Brown. He killed five civilians and took hostages.
He also stole a sword that Frederick the Great had given George Washington. He was captured by an armed
military force under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Robert E. He was tried for treason to the
Commonwealth of Virginia and hanged on December 2, On his way to the gallows, Brown handed a
jailkeeper a note, chilling in its prophecy, predicting that the "sin" of slavery would never be cleansed from the
United States without bloodshed. When the convention endorsed the doctrine of popular sovereignty, 50
Southern delegates walked out. The inability to come to a decision on who should be nominated led to a
second meeting in Baltimore, Maryland. At Baltimore, Southern delegates, led by the so-called " fire eaters ,"
walked out of the convention when it would not adopt a platform that endorsed the extension of slavery into
the new territories. The remaining Democrats nominated Stephen A. Douglas for the presidency. Both claimed
to be the true voice of the Democratic Party. Former Know Nothings and some Whigs formed the
Constitutional Union Party which ran on a platform based around supporting only the Constitution and the
laws of the land. Abraham Lincoln won the support of the Republican National Convention after it became
apparent that William Seward had alienated certain branches of the Republican Party. Moreover, Lincoln had
been made famous in the Lincoln-Douglas Debates and was well known for his eloquence and his moderate
position on slavery. Lincoln won a majority of votes in the electoral college , but only won two-fifths of the
popular vote. The Democratic vote was split three ways and Lincoln was elected as the 16th President of the
United States. Before Lincoln took office in March , six other states had declared their secession from the
Union: Men from both North and South met in Virginia to try to hold together the Union, but the proposals for
amending the Constitution were unsuccessful. In February , the seven states met in Montgomery, Alabama ,
and formed a new government: The first Confederate Congress was held on February 4, , and adopted a
provisional constitution. Beauregard to open fire on the fort. It fell two days later, without casualty, spreading
the flames of war across America. Immediately, rallies were held in every town and city, north and south,
demanding war. Lincoln called for troops to retake lost federal property, which meant an invasion of the
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South. In response, four more states seceded: The four remaining slave states, Maryland , Delaware , Missouri
, and Kentucky , under heavy pressure from the Federal government did not secede; Kentucky tried, and
failed, to remain neutral. The North had a larger population and a far larger industrial base and transportation
system. It would be a defensive war for the South and an offensive one for the North, and the South could
count on its huge geography, and an unhealthy climate, to prevent an invasion. In order for the North to
emerge victorious, it would have to conquer and occupy the Confederate States of America. The South, on the
other hand, only had to keep the North at bay until the Northern public lost the will to fight. The Confederacy
adopted a military strategy designed to hold their territory together, gain worldwide recognition, and inflict so
much punishment on invaders that the North would grow weary of the war and negotiate a peace treaty that
would recognize the independence of the CSA.
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The Revolution in the New York Party Systems, of the Republican party in New York state during the years and thereby
started a revolution.

Colonial period[ edit ] Merchants published mainly commercial papers. For example, The Boston Daily
Advertiser was reported on ship arrivals and departures. Prior to the s, a majority of US newspapers were
aligned with a political party or platform. Political parties would sponsor anonymous political figures in The
Federal Republican and Daily Gazette. This was called partisan press and was not unbiased in opinion. The
most dramatic confrontation came in New York in , where the governor brought John Peter Zenger to trial for
criminal libel after the publication of satirical attacks. The jury acquitted Zenger, who became the iconic
American hero for freedom of the press. The result was an emerging tension between the media and the
government. By the mids, there were 24 weekly newspapers in the 13 colonies only New Jersey was lacking
one , and the satirical attack on government became common practice in American newspapers. Instead, he
launched a third newspaper, The New England Courant. Timothy Turnstone addresses flippant jibes to Justice
Nicholas Clodpate in the first extant number of the Courant. Tom Pen-Shallow quickly follows, with his
mischievous little postscript: The Courant was always perilously close to legal difficulties and had, besides, a
lasting feud with the town postmaster. Ichabod Henroost complains of a gadding wife. Abigail Afterwit would
like to know when the editor of the rival paper, the Gazette, "intends to have done printing the Carolina
Addresses to their Governor, and give his Readers Something in the Room of them, that will be more
entertaining. Some of these papers represent native wit, with only a general approach to the model; others are
little more than paraphrases of The Spectator. And sometimes a Spectator paper is inserted bodily, with no
attempt at paraphrase whatever. They also published poetry, histories, autobiographies, etc. Frasca argues he
saw this as a service to God, because he understood moral virtue in terms of actions, thus, doing good provides
a service to God. Despite his own moral lapses, Franklin saw himself as uniquely qualified to instruct
Americans in morality. He tried to influence American moral life through the construction of a printing
network based on a chain of partnerships from the Carolinas to New England. Franklin thereby invented the
first newspaper chain, It was more than a business venture, for like many publishers since, he believed that the
press had a public-service duty. Franklin quickly did away with all this when he took over the Instructor, and
made it The Pennsylvania Gazette. From the first he had a way of adapting his models to his own uses. The
thrifty Patience, in her busy little shop, complaining of the useless visitors who waste her valuable time, is
related to the ladies who address Mr. And a number of the fictitious characters, Ridentius, Eugenius, Cato, and
Cretico, represent traditional 18th-century classicism. As time went on, Franklin depended less on his literary
conventions, and more on his own native humor. In this there is a new spiritâ€”not suggested to him by the
fine breeding of Addison, or the bitter irony of Swift, or the stinging completeness of Pope. The brilliant little
pieces Franklin wrote for his Pennsylvania Gazette have an imperishable place in American literature. The
Pennsylvania Gazette, like most other newspapers of the period was often poorly printed. Franklin was busy
with a hundred matters outside of his printing office, and never seriously attempted to raise the mechanical
standards of his trade. Nor did he ever properly edit or collate the chance medley of stale items that passed for
news in the Gazette. His influence on the practical side of journalism was minimal. On the other hand, his
advertisements of books show his very great interest in popularizing secular literature. Undoubtedly his paper
contributed to the broader culture that distinguished Pennsylvania from her neighbors before the Revolution.
Like many publishers, Franklin built up a book shop in his printing office; he took the opportunity to read new
books before selling them. Franklin had mixed success in his plan to establish an inter-colonial network of
newspapers that would produce a profit for him and disseminate virtue. After the second editor died his widow
Elizabeth Timothy took over and made it a success, Editor Peter Timothy avoided blandness and crude bias,
and after increasingly took a patriotic stand in the growing crisis with Great Britain. Life in Williamsburg in
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had a more cosmopolitan quality than in other towns. A sprightly essay-serial called The Monitor, which fills
the first page of The Virginia Gazette for twenty-two numbers, probably reflects not only the social life of the
capital, but also the newer fashion in such periodical work. It is dramatic in method, with vividly realized
characters who gossip and chat over games of piquet or at the theatre. The Monitor represents a kind of light
social satire unusual in the colonies. The literary first page was no longer necessary, though occasionally used
to cover a dull period. A new type of vigorous polemic gradually superseded the older essay. A few of the
well-known conventions were retained, however. The former is a flaming appeal to arms, running through The
Virginia Gazette in , and copied into Northern papers to rouse patriotism against the French enemy. The
expression of the sentiment, even thus early, seems national. The fifty-second number even has one of the
popular phrases of the Revolution: Scott Massachusetts Spy, July 7, Weekly newspapers in major cities and
towns were strongholds of patriotism although there were a few Loyalist papers. They printed many
pamphlets, announcements, patriotic letters and pronouncements. In the Spy featured the essays of several
anonymous political commentators who called themselves "Centinel," "Mucius Scaevola" and "Leonidas.
Rhetorical combat was a Patriot tactic that explained the issues of the day and fostered cohesiveness without
advocating outright rebellion. The columnists spoke to the colonists as an independent people tied to Britain
only by voluntary legal compact. The Spy soon carried radicalism to its logical conclusion. Interruption,
suppression, and lack of support checked their growth substantially. Although there were forty-three
newspapers in the United States when the treaty of peace was signed , as compared with thirty-seven on the
date of the battle of Lexington , only a dozen remained in continuous operation between the two events, and
most of those had experienced delays and difficulties through lack of paper, type, and patronage. Not one
newspaper in the principal cities, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, continued publication throughout the
war. When the colonial forces were in possession, royalist papers were suppressed, and at times of British
occupation Revolutionary papers moved away, or were discontinued, or they became royalist, only to suffer at
the next turn of military fortunes. Thus there was an exodus of papers from the cities along the coast to smaller
inland places, where alone it was possible for them to continue without interruption. Scarcity of paper was
acute; type worn out could not be replaced. The appearance of the newspapers deteriorated, and issues
sometimes failed to appear at all. Mail service, never good, was poorer than ever; foreign newspapers, an
important source of information, could be obtained but rarely; many of the ablest writers who had filled the
columns with dissertations upon colonial rights and government were now otherwise occupied. News from a
distance was less full and regular than before; yet when great events happened reports spread over the country
with great rapidity, through messengers in the service of patriotic organizations. The quality of reporting was
still imperfect. The Salem Gazette printed a full but colored account of the battle of Lexington, giving details
of the burning, pillage, and barbarities charged to the British, and praising the militia who were filled with
"higher sentiments of humanity. When they were permitted to do so, they printed fairly full accounts of the
proceedings of provincial assemblies and of Congress, which were copied widely, as were all official reports
and proclamations. On the whole, however, a relatively small proportion of such material and an inadequate
account of the progress of the war is found in the contemporaneous newspapers. The general spirit of the time
found fuller utterance in mottoes, editorials, letters, and poems. In the beginning both editorials and
communications urged united resistance to oppression, praised patriotism, and denounced tyranny; as events
and public sentiment developed these grew more vigorous, often a little more radical than the populace. Later,
the idea of independence took form, and theories of government were discussed. More interesting and valuable
as specimens of literature than these discussions were the poems inspired by the stirring events of the time.
Long narratives of battles and of heroic deaths were mingled with eulogies of departed heroes. Songs meant to
inspire and thrill were not lacking. Humor, pathos, and satire sought to stir the feelings of the public. Much of
the poetry of the Revolution is to be found in the columns of the newspapers, from the vivid and popular
satires and narratives of Philip Freneau to the saddest effusions of the most commonplace schoolmaster. They
were more single-minded than the people themselves, and they bore no small share of the burden of arousing
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and supporting the often discouraged and indifferent public spirit. It was established by Shepard Kollock at his
press during in the village of Chatham, New Jersey. This paper became a catalyst in the revolution. Kollock
later relocated the paper twice, until , when he established his last publication location in Elizabeth under the
same name. The Elizabeth Daily Journal ceased publication on January 2, after having been in continuous
publication for years, the fourth oldest newspaper published continuously in the United States. Practically all
were of four small pages, each of three or four columns, issued weekly. In , the Pennsylvania Evening Post
became the first American daily. There was a notable extension to new fields. In Vermont, where the first
paper, established in , had soon died, another arose in ; in Maine, two were started in In , the first one west of
the Alleghenies appeared at Pittsburgh, and following the westward tide of immigration the Kentucky Gazette
was begun at Lexington in Conditions were hardly more favorable to newspapers than during the recent
conflict. The sources of news were much the same; the means of communication and the postal system were
little improved. Newspapers were not carried in the mails but by favor of the postmen, and the money of one
state was of dubious value in another. Consequently, circulations were small, rarely reaching a thousand;
subscribers were slow in paying; and advertisements were not plentiful. Newspapers remained subject to
provincial laws of libel, in accordance with the old common law, and were, as in Massachusetts for a short
time in , subject to special state taxes on paper or on advertisements. But public sentiment was growing
strongly against all legal restrictions, and in general the papers practiced freedom, not to say license, of
utterance. With independence had come the consciousness of a great destiny. The collective spirit aroused by
the war, though clouded by conflicting local difficulties, was intense, and the principal interest of the
newspapers was to create a nation out of the loose confederation. Business and commerce were their next care;
but in an effort to be all things to all men, the small page included a little of whatever might "interest, instruct,
or amuse. A new idea, quite as much as a fire, a murder, or a prodigy, was a matter of news moment. There
were always a few items of local interest, usually placed with paragraphs of editorial miscellany.
Correspondents, in return for the paper, sent items; private letters, often no doubt written with a view to such
use, were a fruitful source of news; but the chief resource was the newspapers that every office received as
exchanges, carried in the post free of charge, and the newspapers from abroad. Partisan newspapers[ edit ]
Newspapers became a form of public property after
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Irish and German Immigration Illustrated London News Steamers carried Irish emigrants to Liverpool where
their transatlantic voyage began In the middle half of the nineteenth century, more than one-half of the
population of Ireland emigrated to the United States. So did an equal number of Germans. Most of them came
because of civil unrest, severe unemployment or almost inconceivable hardships at home. This wave of
immigration affected almost every city and almost every person in America. From to , over seven and a half
million immigrants came to the United States â€” more than the entire population of the country in Nearly all
of them came from northern and western Europe â€” about a third from Ireland and almost a third from
Germany. Burgeoning companies were able to absorb all that wanted to work. Immigrants built canals and
constructed railroads. They became involved in almost every labor-intensive endeavor in the country. Much of
the country was built on their backs. Letter to the London Times from an Irish Immigrant in America, I am
exceedingly well pleased at coming to this land of plenty. You must bear in mind that I have purchased the
land out, and it is to me and mine an "estate for ever", without a landlord, an agent or tax-gatherer to trouble
me. I would advise all my friends to quit Ireland â€” the country most dear to me; as long as they remain in it
they will be in bondage and misery. What you labour for is sweetened by contentment and happiness; there is
no failure in the potato crop, and you can grow every crop you wish, without manuring the land during life.
You need not mind feeding pigs, but let them into the woods and they will feed themselves, until you want to
make bacon of them. I shudder when I think that starvation prevails to such an extent in poor Ireland. After
supplying the entire population of America, there would still be as much corn and provisions left us would
supply the world, for there is no limit to cultivation or end to land. Here the meanest labourer has beef and
mutton, with bread, bacon, tea, coffee, sugar and even pies, the whole year round â€” every day here is as
good as Christmas day in Ireland. The prejudice exhibited in advertisements like this one sometimes led to
violent outbursts. In Ireland almost half of the population lived on farms that produced little income. Because
of their poverty, most Irish people depended on potatoes for food. When this crop failed three years in
succession, it led to a great famine with horrendous consequences. Over , people starved to death. Over two
million Irish eventually moved to the United States seeking relief from their desolated country. Impoverished,
the Irish could not buy property. Instead, they congregated in the cities where they landed, almost all in the
northeastern United States. Today, Ireland has just half the population it did in the early s. There are now more
Irish Americans than there are Irish nationals. In the decade from to , more than a million Germans fled to the
United States to escape economic hardship. They also sought to escape the political unrest caused by riots,
rebellion and eventually a revolution in The Germans had little choice â€” few other places besides the United
States allowed German immigration. Unlike the Irish, many Germans had enough money to journey to the
Midwest in search of farmland and work. With the vast numbers of German and Irish coming to America,
hostility to them erupted. Part of the reason for the opposition was religious. All of the Irish and many of the
Germans were Roman Catholic. Part of the opposition was political. Most immigrants living in cities became
Democrats because the party focused on the needs of commoners. Part of the opposition occurred because
Americans in low-paying jobs were threatened and sometimes replaced by groups willing to work for almost
nothing in order to survive. Ethnic and anti-Catholic rioting occurred in many northern cites, the largest
occurring in Philadelphia in during a period of economic depression. Protestants, Catholics and local militia
fought in the streets. The most influential of these parties, the Know Nothings, was anti-Catholic and wanted
to extend the amount of time it took immigrants to become citizens and voters. They also wanted to prevent
foreign-born people from ever holding public office. Economic recovery after the depression reduced the
number of serious confrontations for a time, as the country seemed to be able to use all the labor it could get.
But Nativism returned in the s with a vengeance. In , Millard Fillmore was the American Party candidate for
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President and trumpeted anti-immigrant themes. Nativism caused much splintering in the political landscape,
and the Republicans, with no platform or policies about it, benefited and rode to victory in the divisive
election of The Five Points Site: Rediscovery of a 19th-Century Neighborhood The demolition of city
buildings provides opportunities for archaeological investigation, and this website proves the value of digging
into our past. Five Points was a mixed residential, commercial, and industrial neighborhood in New York City
through several waves of immigration. The documentary record pictures Five Points as a frightening slum, but
the archaeological record shows a thriving, working-class neighborhood. Both views are shown on this
fascinating website. Views of the Famine How did it feel to watch your children starve while your fields were
barren? To get on a boat to a foreign land with little or no money because it was your only chance to survive?
There is also a nicely organized master picture list and comprehensive list of online resources.
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Introduction In the decades leading up to the Civil War, the southern states experienced extraordinary change
that would define the region and its role in American history for decades, even centuries, to come. Between
the s and the beginning of the Civil War in , the American South expanded its wealth and population and
became an integral part of an increasingly global economy. It did not, as previous generations of histories have
told, sit back on its cultural and social traditions and insulate itself from an expanding system of
communication, trade, and production that connected Europe and Asia to the Americas. Beginning in the s,
merchants from the Northeast, Europe, Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean flocked to southern cities, setting
up trading firms, warehouses, ports, and markets. As a result, these citiesâ€”Richmond, Charleston, St. Louis,
Mobile, Savannah, and New Orleans, to name a fewâ€”doubled and even tripled in size and global
importance. Populations became more cosmopolitan, more educated, and wealthier. Systems of
classâ€”lower-, middle-, and upper-class communitiesâ€”developed where they had never clearly existed.
Ports that had once focused entirely on the importation of slaves and shipped only regionally became home to
daily and weekly shipping lines to New York City, Liverpool, Manchester, Le Havre, and Lisbon. The world
was slowly but surely coming closer together, and the South was right in the middle. Prior to this unscheduled,
and frankly unwanted, delivery, European merchants saw cotton as a product of the colonial Caribbean islands
of Barbados, Saint-Domingue now Haiti , Martinique, Cuba, and Jamaica. The American South, though
relatively wide and expansive, was the go-to source for rice and, most importantly, tobacco. Few knew that the
seven bales sitting in Liverpool that winter of would change the world. Before long, botanists, merchants, and
planters alike set out to develop strains of cotton seed that would grow farther west on the southern mainland,
especially in the new lands opened up by the Louisiana Purchase of â€”an area that stretched from New
Orleans in the South to what is today Minnesota, parts of the Dakotas, and Montana. The discovery of
Gossypium barbadenseâ€”often called Petit Gulf cottonâ€”near Rodney, Mississippi, in changed the American
and global cotton markets forever. It also grew tightly, producing more usable cotton than anyone had
imagined to that point. Perhaps most importantly, though, it came up at a time when Native peoples were
removed from the Southwestâ€”southern Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and northern Louisiana. After Indian
removal, land became readily available for white men with a few dollars and big dreams. Throughout the s and
s, the federal government implemented several forced migrations of Native Americans, establishing a system
of reservations west of the Mississippi River on which all eastern peoples were required to relocate and settle.
This system, enacted through the Indian Removal Act of , allowed the federal government to survey, divide,
and auction off millions of acres of land for however much bidders were willing to pay. Suddenly, farmers
with dreams of owning a large plantation could purchase dozens, even hundreds, of acres in the fertile
Mississippi River Delta for cents on the dollar. A 19th-century cotton gin on display at the Eli Whitney
Museum. Thousands rushed into the Cotton Belt. Banks in New York City, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and even
London offered lines of credit to anyone looking to buy land in the Southwest. Some even sent their own
agents to purchase cheap land at auction for the express purpose of selling it, sometimes the very next day, at
double and triple the original value, a process known as speculation. The explosion of available land in the
fertile Cotton Belt brought new life to the South. By the end of the s, Petit Gulf cotton had been perfected,
distributed, and planted throughout the region. Indeed, by the end of the s, cotton had become the primary crop
not only of the southwestern states but of the entire nation. The numbers were staggering. Seven years later, in
, South Carolina remained the primary cotton producer in the South, sending 6. By , the five main
cotton-growing statesâ€”South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisianaâ€”produced more
than five hundred million pounds of Petit Gulf for a global market stretching from New Orleans to New York
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and to London, Liverpool, Paris and beyond. That five hundred million pounds of cotton made up nearly 55
percent of the entire United States export market, a trend that continued nearly every year until the outbreak of
the Civil War. But tobacco was a rough crop. It treated the land poorly, draining the soil of nutrients. Tobacco
fields did not last forever. In fact, fields rarely survived more than four or five cycles of growth, which left
them dried and barren, incapable of growing much more than patches of grass. Of course, tobacco is, and was,
an addictive substance, but because of its violent pattern of growth, farmers had to move around, purchasing
new lands, developing new methods of production, and even creating new fields through deforestation and
westward expansion. Tobacco, then, was expensive to produceâ€”and not only because of the ubiquitous use
of slave labor. It required massive, temporary fields, large numbers of slaves and laborers, and constant
movement. Cotton was different, and it arrived at a time best suited for its success. Petit Gulf cotton, in
particular, grew relatively quickly on cheap, widely available land. But this all came at a violent cost. And by
the s, that very tradition, seen as the backbone of southern society and culture, would split the nation in two.
The heyday of American slavery had arrived. This map, published by the US Coast Guard, shows the
percentage of slaves in the population in each county of the slave-holding states in Hergesheimer cartographer
, Th. Without slavery there could be no Cotton Kingdom, no massive production of raw materials stretching
across thousands of acres worth millions of dollars. Indeed, cotton grew alongside slavery. The two moved
hand-in-hand. The existence of slavery and its importance to the southern economy became the defining factor
in what would be known as the Slave South. Although slavery arrived in the Americas long before cotton
became a profitable commodity, the use and purchase of slaves, the moralistic and economic justifications for
the continuation of slavery, and even the urgency to protect the practice from extinction before the Civil War
all received new life from the rise of cotton and the economic, social, and cultural growth spurt that
accompanied its success. Slavery had existed in the South since at least , when a group of Dutch traders
arrived at Jamestown with twenty Africans. Slavery was everywhere by the time the American Revolution
created the United States, although northern states began a process of gradually abolishing the practice soon
thereafter. In the more rural, agrarian South, slavery became a way of life, especially as farmers expanded
their lands, planted more crops, and entered the international trade market. Just twenty years later, in , that
number had increased to more than 1. The fluffy white staple fiber is first extracted from the boll a prickly,
sharp protective capsule , after which the seed is separated in the ginning and taken to a storehouse. Unknown,
Picking cotton in a great plantation in North Carolina, U. During that time, the South advanced from a region
of four states and one rather small territory to a region of six states Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee and three rather large territories Mississippi, Louisiana, and Orleans. The
free population of the South also nearly doubled over that periodâ€”from around 1. The enslaved population of
the South did not increase at any rapid rate over the next two decades, until the cotton boom took hold in the
mids. Indeed, following the constitutional ban on the international slave trade in , the number of slaves in the
South increased by just , in twenty years. But then cotton came, and grew, and changed everything. Over the
course of the s, s, and s, slavery became so endemic to the Cotton Belt that travelers, writers, and statisticians
began referring to the area as the Black Belt, not only to describe the color of the rich land but also to describe
the skin color of those forced to work its fields, line its docks, and move its products. Perhaps the most
important aspect of southern slavery during this so-called Cotton Revolution was the value placed on both the
work and the body of the slaves themselves. Once the fever of the initial land rush subsided, land values
became more static and credit less free-flowing. If that land, for one reason or another, be it weevils, a late
freeze, or a simple lack of nutrients, did not produce a viable crop within a year, the planter would lose not
only the new land but also the slaves he or she put up as a guarantee of payment. The slave markets of the
South varied in size and style, but the St. Louis Exchange in New Orleans was so frequently described it
became a kind of representation for all southern slave markets. After the ruin of the St. Clare plantation, Tom
and his fellow slaves were suddenly property that had to be liquidated. Starling engraver , Sale of estates,
pictures and slaves in the rotunda, New Orleans, So much went into the production of cotton, the expansion of
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land, and the maintenance of enslaved workforces that by the s, nearly every ounce of credit offered by
southern, and even northern, banks dealt directly with some aspect of the cotton market. Millions of dollars
changed hands. Slaves, the literal and figurative backbone of the southern cotton economy, served as the
highest and most important expense for any successful cotton grower. Prices for slaves varied drastically,
depending on skin color, sex, age, and location, both of purchase and birth. By the s, slavery and cotton had
become so intertwined that the very idea of changeâ€”be it crop diversity, antislavery ideologies, economic
diversification, or the increasingly staggering cost of purchasing and maintaining slavesâ€”became anathema
to the southern economic and cultural identity. Cotton had become the foundation of the southern economy.
Indeed, it was the only major product, besides perhaps sugarcane in Louisiana, that the South could effectively
market internationally. Planters expanded their lands, purchased slaves, extended lines of credit, and went into
massive amounts of debt because they were constantly working against the next guy, the newcomer, the social
mover, the speculator, the trader. A single bad crop could cost even the most wealthy planter his or her entire
life, along with those of his or her slaves and their families. Although the cotton market was large and
profitable, it was also fickle, risky, and cost intensive. The more wealth one gained, the more land one needed
to procure, which led to more slaves, more credit, and more mouths to feed. The decades before the Civil War
in the South, then, were not times of slow, simple tradition. They were times of high competition, high risk,
and high reward, no matter where one stood in the social hierarchy. But the risk was not always economic. In
southern cities like Norfolk, VA, markets sold not only vegetables, fruits, meats, and sundries, but also slaves.
Enslaved men and women, like the two walking in the direct center, lived and labored next to free people,
black and white. The most tragic, indeed horrifying, aspect of slavery was its inhumanity. All slaves had
memories, emotions, experiences, and thoughts. They saw their experiences in full color, felt the pain of the
lash, the heat of the sun, and the heartbreak of loss, whether through death, betrayal, or sale. Communities
developed on a shared sense of suffering, common work, and even family ties. Slaves communicated in the
slave markets of the urban South and worked together to help their families, ease their loads, or simply
frustrate their owners. Simple actions of resistance, such as breaking a hoe, running a wagon off the road,
causing a delay in production due to injury, running away, or even pregnancy provided a language shared by
nearly all slaves in the agricultural workforce, a sense of unity that remained unsaid but was acted out daily.
Beyond the basic and confounding horror of it all, the problem of slavery in the cotton South was twofold.
First and most immediate was the fear and risk of rebellion. With nearly four million individual slaves residing
in the South in , and nearly 2. Even cowardice would not save her. Much of pro-slavery ideology rested on the
notion that slavery provided a sense of order, duty, and legitimacy to the lives of individual slaves, feelings
that Africans and African Americans, it was said, could not otherwise experience. Some commentators
recognized the problem in the s as the internal slave trade, the legal trade of slaves between states, along
rivers, and along the Atlantic coastline.
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Americans integrated the technologies of the Industrial Revolution into a new commercial economy. Steam
power, the technology that moved steamboats and railroads, fueled the rise of American industry by powering
mills and sparking new national transportation networks. The revolution reverberated across the country. More
and more farmers grew crops for profit, not self-sufficiency. Vast factories and cities arose in the North. A
new middle class ballooned. And as more men and women worked in the cash economy, they were freed from
the bound dependence of servitude. But there were costs to this revolution. As northern textile factories
boomed, the demand for southern cotton swelled, and American slavery accelerated. Northern subsistence
farmers became laborers bound to the whims of markets and bosses. Some workers, often immigrant women,
worked thirteen hours a day, six days a week. Others labored in slavery. Massive northern textile mills turned
southern cotton into cheap cloth. And although northern states washed their hands of slavery, their factories
fueled the demand for slave-grown southern cotton and their banks provided the financing that ensured the
profitability and continued existence of the American slave system. And so, as the economy advanced, the
market revolution wrenched the United States in new directions as it became a nation of free labor and slavery,
of wealth and inequality, and of endless promise and untold perils. Americans increasingly produced goods for
sale, not for consumption. Improved transportation enabled a larger exchange network. Labor-saving
technology improved efficiency and enabled the separation of the public and domestic spheres. Class conflict,
child labor, accelerated immigration, and the expansion of slavery followed. These strains required new family
arrangements and transformed American cities. American commerce had proceeded haltingly during the
eighteenth century. American farmers increasingly exported foodstuffs to Europe as the French Revolutionary
Wars devastated the continent between and But in the wake of the War of , Americans rushed to build a new
national infrastructure, new networks of roads, canals, and railroads. State legislatures meanwhile pumped
capital into the economy by chartering banks. The number of state-chartered banks skyrocketed from 1 in , in ,
and in to 1, in Depressions devastated the economy in , , and Each followed rampant speculation in various
commodities: Eventually the bubbles all burst. The spread of paper currency untethered the economy from the
physical signifiers of wealth familiar to the colonial generation, namely land. Counterfeit bills were endemic
during this early period of banking. Prostitutes and con men could look like regular honest Americans. Advice
literature offered young men and women strategies for avoiding hypocrisy in an attempt to restore the social
fiber. Intimacy in the domestic sphere became more important as duplicity proliferated in the public sphere.
Fear of the confidence man, counterfeit bills, and a pending bust created anxiety in the new capitalist
economy. But Americans refused to blame the logic of their new commercial system for these depressions.
Her trip was less than five hundred miles but took six weeks to complete. The journey was a terrible ordeal,
she said. At Wheeling, Virginia, her coach encountered the National Road, the first federally funded interstate
infrastructure project. The road was smooth and her journey across the Alleghenies was a scenic delight. If a
transportation revolution began with improved road networks, it soon incorporated even greater improvements
in the ways people and goods moved across the landscape. New York State completed the Erie Canal in Soon
crops grown in the Great Lakes region were carried by water to eastern cities, and goods from emerging
eastern factories made the reverse journey to midwestern farmers. Robert Fulton established the first
commercial steamboat service up and down the Hudson River in New York in Soon thereafter steamboats
filled the waters of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. Downstream-only routes became watery two-way
highways. By , more than two hundred steamboats moved up and down western rivers. State and local
governments provided the means for the bulk of this initial wave of railroad construction, but economic
collapse following the Panic of made governments wary of such investments. Government supports continued
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throughout the century, but decades later the public origins of railroads were all but forgotten, and the railroad
corporation became the most visible embodiment of corporate capitalism. By Americans had laid more than
thirty thousand miles of railroads. Railroad development was slower in the South, but there a combination of
rail lines and navigable rivers meant that few cotton planters struggled to transport their products to textile
mills in the Northeast and in England. Such internal improvements not only spread goods, they spread
information. The transportation revolution was followed by a communications revolution. The telegraph
redefined the limits of human communication. By Samuel Morse had persuaded Congress to fund a forty-mile
telegraph line stretching from Washington, D. Within a few short years, during the Mexican-American War,
telegraph lines carried news of battlefield events to eastern newspapers within days. This contrasts starkly with
the War of , when the Battle of New Orleans took place nearly two full weeks after Britain and the United
States had signed a peace treaty. The consequences of the transportation and communication revolutions
reshaped the lives of Americans. Farmers who previously produced crops mostly for their own family now
turned to the market. They earned cash for what they had previously consumed; they purchased the goods they
had previously made or went without. Market-based farmers soon accessed credit through eastern banks,
which provided them with the opportunity to expand their enterprise but left also them prone before the risk of
catastrophic failure wrought by distant market forces. In the Northeast and Midwest, where farm labor was
ever in short supply, ambitious farmers invested in new technologies that promised to increase the productivity
of the limited labor supply. The years between and witnessed an explosion of patents on agricultural
technologies. Most visibly, the market revolution encouraged the growth of cities and reshaped the lives of
urban workers. In , only New York had over one hundred thousand inhabitants. By , six American cities met
that threshold, including Chicago, which had been founded fewer than two decades earlier. The steamboat
turned St. Louis and Cincinnati into centers of trade, and Chicago rose as it became the railroad hub of the
western Great Lakes and Great Plains regions. The geographic center of the nation shifted westward. The
development of steam power and the exploitation of Pennsylvania coalfields shifted the locus of American
manufacturing. By the s, for instance, New England was losing its competitive advantage to the West.
Meanwhile, the cash economy eclipsed the old, local, informal systems of barter and trade. Income became the
measure of economic worth. Productivity and efficiencies paled before the measure of income. Cash
facilitated new impersonal economic relationships and formalized new means of production. Young workers
might simply earn wages, for instance, rather than receiving room and board and training as part of
apprenticeships. Moreover, a new form of economic organization appeared: States offered the privileges of
incorporation to protect the fortunes and liabilities of entrepreneurs who invested in early industrial endeavors.
A corporate charter allowed investors and directors to avoid personal liability for company debts. The legal
status of incorporation had been designed to confer privileges to organizations embarking on expensive
projects explicitly designed for the public good, such as universities, municipalities, and major public works
projects. The business corporation was something new. Many Americans distrusted these new, impersonal
business organizations whose officers lacked personal responsibility while nevertheless carrying legal rights.
Woodward the Supreme Court upheld the rights of private corporations when it denied the attempt of the
government of New Hampshire to reorganize Dartmouth College on behalf of the common good. By the early
nineteenth century, states north of the Mason-Dixon Line had taken steps to abolish slavery. Vermont included
abolition as a provision of its state constitution. Gradualism brought emancipation while also defending the
interests of northern masters and controlling still another generation of black Americans. In New Jersey
became the last of the northern states to adopt gradual emancipation plans. There was no immediate moment
of jubilee, as many northern states only promised to liberate future children born to enslaved mothers. But
escape was dangerous and voluntary manumission rare. Congress, for instance, made the harboring of a
fugitive slave a federal crime as early as Hopes for manumission were even slimmer, as few northern
slaveholders emancipated their own slaves. Roughly one fifth of the white families in New York City owned
slaves, and fewer than eighty slaveholders in the city voluntarily manumitted slaves between and By , census
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data suggests that at least 3, people were still enslaved in the North. Elderly Connecticut slaves remained in
bondage as late as , and in New Jersey slavery endured until after the Civil War. A free black population of
fewer than 60, in increased to more than , by Growing free black communities fought for their civil rights. In
a number of New England locales, free African Americans could vote and send their children to public
schools. Most northern states granted black citizens property rights and trial by jury. African Americans
owned land and businesses, founded mutual aid societies, established churches, promoted education,
developed print culture, and voted. Nationally, however, the slave population continued to grow, from less
than , in to more than 1.
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